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Series Foreword

The MIT PressActing with Technologyseries isconcerned with the study
of meaningful human activity as it is mediated by tools and technologies.
The goal of the series is to publish the best new books—both research
monographs and textbooks—that contribute to an understanding of tech
nology as a crucial facet of human activity enacted in rich social and phys
ical contexts.

The focus of the series is on tool-mediated processes of working, play
ing, and learning in and across a wide variety of social settings. The series
explores developments in postcognitivist theory and practice from the
fields of sociology, communication, education, and organizational studies,
as well as from scienceand technology studies, human-computer interac
tion and computer-supported collaborative work. It aims to encompass
theoretical frameworks including cultural-historical activity theory, actor
network theory, distributed cognition, and those developed through eth-
nomethodological and grounded theory approaches.

This book makes the case for activity-centered design, employing ac
tivity theory as a base but also venturing into theoretical traditions such as
configural analysis to localize the critique and design of particular tech
nologies. The analyses of technologies such as wireless devices and soft
ware for museumand campus tours are rooted in activity theory, but each
extends beyond the broad framework of activity theory to specialized
theories dealing with, for example, educational practice or the use of
physical space—exactly the way activity theory must be used in practice.
Activity-centered design is an exemplary application of activity theory,
showing its use across a broad range of technologies the authors analyze
and design.
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The authors are specialists in computer-mediated communication, and
they apply this lens expertly to their analyses. They providea cogent cri
tique of wireless technology in the classroom, based on detailed empir
ical findings. Through careful analysisof logs and interviews, the authors
discovered serious problems of fragmented attention and the dissolution
purposes of the technology. The authors draw together the threads of
computer-mediated communication (CMC) analysis with activity theory
in this analysis, observing that there is a "need for researchers to look at
tools in relation to one another—that is, to the relationship between face-
to-face communication and mediated communication spaces and to the
relationship among the different applications that are available through
wireless communication tools."

The authors expand notions of evaluation, observing that "evaluation
activities are embedded in complex technosystems and cannot be isolated
from the system under study." They note that simple metrics, such as the
number of hits on a Web site, may reveal little and that activity-centered
analysisisnecessaryto achievedeeper understanding. The authors critique
standard notions of user-centered design, urging us to adopt a framework
in which we consider the multiplicity of groups and individuals engaged
in the use of technology. Most important, the authors provide candid cri
tiques of their own technological designs, following their users in detail
overtime and getting to the bottom of their user experiences. This issome
thing we can all learn from the HCI and CSCWcommunities.

This book returns many gifts to the reader. It shows how to apply activity
theory fruitfully, offers new tools and perspectives for evaluation, and sets
a standard for frank assessment of the tools that we design as they are used
in everyday activity. The editors warmly recommend this book to you and
welcome it to the Acting with Technology series.



Preface: Mediating Interactions

My first experience with using technology as a mediation tool occurred in
1980.1 was working on my master's degree at the time and had decided to
use the new technology of portable video as an intervention tool to help
resolve a community conflict in eastern Maine. I had grown up in this
coastal region, so I knew it well.

Beginning in 1979, a number of Maine citizens had begun protesting the
spraying of blueberry barrens by blueberry growers and the spraying of
hardwood trees by pulp and paper companies. Bythe summer of 1980, the
positions held by the protesters and the businesspeople (blueberry grow
ers, processing factories, and pulp and paper industry) were polarized. The
protesters felt that business interests controlled the major media outlets,
which thereforedid not publicizeany positions that wereagainst spraying,
and also that state officials and regulatory agencies were not addressing
their concerns about the dangers of pesticides. The long dispute had esca
lated to the point where the protesters were threatening to shoot down
spray planes and helicopters and to useother means to stop chemicals from
coming into the region. These threats led the two sides to a court battle in
the summer of 1980.

Protesters wereespeciallyupset about a crop duster that had flown on a
windy morning and sprayed 245T (a component of Agent Orange), which
drifted onto gardens, onto trees, and into a river where 20 percent of At
lantic salmon spawned. In July, state officials flew to this community to re

assure residents that the spray would not harm them, their food, or their
water supply, but these reassurances proved to be less than persuasive
when an elderly woman offered the state officials a tomato from her gar
den, and no one would eat it.
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Asan earnest graduatestudent who was exploring the effects of using
videoas a mediationtool in this communityconflict,I met separately with
state officials, some of the leaders of the protest groups, and representa
tives of the businesses and explained the proposed plan. I would teach the
protesters and businesspeople to videotape messages that I would then
show to the other participants. I assured protesters, factory owners, and
growers that they would control the messages and that nothing would be
shown without their permission. Finally, I told them that I was attempting
to remain neutral because I needed to gain the trust and participation of
both sides to encourage communication and dialogue.

Lookingback on this experience, I am amazed that two such polarized
groups agreed to participate in the video mediation process. The porta
bility of the video tool meant that I was able to talk with people in their
own familiar environments, and the medium allowed them to control the
messages. On some level, both parties felt that they had control of the
process.

After the first few rounds of making and viewing tapes with these
groups, I wondered whether the process was actually making the situation
worse. Each side seemed to want only to express and reinforce its own
point of view. The growersand owners did not want to change their prac
tices, which continued to frustrate the protesters.

After six weeks, I realized that I was becoming an unofficial expert on
the controversy. People on both sides starting asking me for information
that I had gathered from the articles, papers, and other documents that I
was collecting for my research. I was the only source for various govern
ment and unofficial publications about the relevant herbicides and pesti
cides and the standard regulations for their use. Although I struggled to
remain neutral about the situation, my research indicated that some of the
practices that I observed were questionable. One morning, for example, I
sawa plane empty unused chemicalsonto the edgeof the airstrip that bor
dered a river, thus potentiallypolluting the riverand the ecosystem that it
supported.

A major turning point in the controversy occurred when after one court
session, the wife of a major blueberrygrowerasked whether the growers'
wivescould join their husbands at the next viewingof the protesters' tapes.
At that viewingsession, the wivesasked their husbands whether any of the
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protesters' concerns were valid: Didthehusbands notcareaboutthehealth
of their childrenand grandchildren? Wereany of the organic methods for
controlling weeds and pests viable? Shouldn't they look into it? The per
manencyof the video recordings allowed new audiences to bring new or
fresh perspectives to the same dialogue.

Through the easily used and accessible technology of the video media
tion process, each side on the pesticidecontroversy could present its posi
tion fully, developmultilevel understandingsof the other side'sconcerns,
and comeup with constructive solutions. Eventually, representatives from
both sidesof this highly charged issuewereable to meet faceto face.

Using technology tools to enhance communication and to develop
shared understandings has been a sustained interest of mine for over
twentyyears. Even as media technologies have changed greatly, the under
lying issues of access, participation,creativity, and control regarding com
munication technologieshave remained remarkably the same. And as my
colleagues, my graduatestudents, and I research the uses and designs of
technologies, we continue to be intrigued by the fundamental challenges
and possibilitiesof context-based design of mediated environments.

Geri Gay
Ithaca, New York
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Introduction: Making the Case for
Context-Based Design

This book documents our efforts toward articulating what we consider to
bea significant shift in human-computer interaction (HCI) design. Weare
convinced that the shift from user-centered design to context-based design
corresponds with recentdevelopments inpervasive, ubiquitous computing
networks andintheappliances that connect withthem,which are radically
changing our relationships withpersonal computing devices. Additionally,
this shift signals a "comingof age" of theoretical frameworks suchas ac
tivity theory (Kapetelinin, 1996; Leont'ev, 1978; Nardi, 1996a, 1996b;
Vygotsky, 1962; Wertsch, 1991) and social construction of technology
theory(Pinch & Bijker, 1987), which attendto thesociohistorical contexts
of technology use and human activity.

One shift that we have observed is from a focus on human-computer in
teraction to a focus on human interaction that is mediated by technology
in context (Nardi, 1996a, 1996b). We use the concepts of activity theory
and related theories and methods to help ground and illuminate ongoing
interactions among the uses of computer systems, the practice of design,
and the evaluation of designs. With this coming of age, we believe that
it may be time to develop models that specifically support both research
and development and to support empirical, contextual investigations of
human-computer interactions in the ubiquitous computing environments
enabled by these networks.

In this volume, wereporton the research that wehave completed on the
useof technologies ineveryday contextsand overtime.Weimplement new
methods for understanding users' behaviors and motivations as they in
teractwith technology in context, and we then applythesefindings to the
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design ofnew technologies. We develop thefollowing main points inthis
book:

• User centered to user involved Where once we focused on what
we thought users should do, we now begin the design process with
an understanding of what people already do. Users need to be in
volved at thegrassroot level ofthedesign process, anddesigners and
researchers need to attend to the situations in which tools will be
used.

• Laboratory to context Within this particular theoretical ecology,
the emphasis on understanding specific needs and behaviors of indi
viduals has evolved to an emphasis on understanding the activities
and the meaning of those activities in social and networked contexts.
Technology that is introduced into an organization or environment
changes that situation. Likewise, technologies and organizations are
in theprocess of ongoing change. Designers need to understand these
dynamic processes within their particular environmentor context.
• Rigid to emergent design practices Step-by-step design proce
dures usually do not work in complex, messy situationsof use. To
design robust, suitable, and workable systems, the design process
needs to be flexible, adaptive, and rooted in real experience.
• Individual togroups Performing virtually any task in a worken
vironment is fundamentally social and involves cooperation and
communication with others.

• Bounded activities to cross-boundary tasks Many tasks that use
computers cut across time and space dimensions. Students who use
computers in classrooms can also communicate with friends, trade
stocks, and shop online. More people are working at home and
managing personal affairs at work. The portability of wirelesscom
putersand other digital devices alsoallows for flexibility and acces
sibility across temporal and spatial boundaries.

Aswearticulate various aspects of context-based design, we discuss how
various projects, research studies,and design challenges were parts of an
evolving system of ideas about users, designers, design tasks, and user
tools.Some ofour discussion of context-based design ishistorical, but the
key objective here is to provide contemporary insights into the vitality of
ourdesign approach andresearch studies. Inessence, wehave been socially
constructing, annotating, and reflecting on our own practice in an itera
tive, "technologically textured" (Ihde, 1991, p. 1) way.
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In chapter 1, Activity Theory and Context-Based Design, we examine
specific ways that theactivity-theory framework caninform thedesign and
useof technology. Thecore ideas of activity theoryhave been described in
many other places (Engestrom, Miettinen, & Punamaki, 1999; Kuutti,
1996; Leont'ev, 1978; Nardi, 1996a, 1996b;Werstsch, 1991).Inour work
on human-computer interaction, weattempt to explicate the workings of
communicative tools, spaces, and practices and thereby raise numerous
questions regarding theactivity ofdesign. Howdotoolsmediate activities?
Do different kinds of tools mediate differently? How do we make visible
and representmultiple, simultaneouslyoccurring processes? Asin any me
diated sociocultural context, the relationship betweenthe activity and the
tool is a reciprocal one. In chapter 1, we begin to explore how activities
shape the requirements of particular tools and howthe application of the
tool begins to reshape dimensions of activity throughoutan iterative de
sign process.

In chapter2, Understanding Perspectives: Social Construction of Tech
nology, we investigate the conceptions, power relationships, motives,
goals, and structures withinthecontextof integrating wireless mobile de
vices into museums. Using a concept-mapping tool, wefoundfew areasof
agreement among various stakeholders regarding the functions that were
needed to create, use, and maintain mobile computing technologies in
museums. Museum staff, designers, and patrons constructed the idea of
usingmobile computersin partiallyoverlapping and partially conflicting
ways that reflected their different backgrounds. Throughout the needs-
assessment and pilot phases, roles were reassigned, rules were changed,
and structures werereinterpreted. Finally, using the socialconstruction of
technology (SCOT) framework, we found that stakeholders helddistinct
needsand goals that neededto be acknowledgedduring the designprocess
so that groups could reach closure or consensus.

Despite the manystudies and technological innovations for supporting
mediated conversations researchers have a very imperfect understanding
of what works and what does not work in online environments. We do

know that people have difficulty usingvirtual reality and other complex
systems (Erickson, Halverson, Kellogg, Laff, & Wolf, 2002).Thedesign of
collaborative virtual environments (CVEs) is known to affect the ways that
we communicate and employ social conventions. The presence of others
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online, theway that objects areorganized, andotherdesign factors afford
certain ways ofresponding to others invirtual spaces. Inchapter 3, Creat
inga Sense of Place: Designing for OnlineLearning Conversations, wede
scribe ways of incorporating social cues or structures that are useful in
supporting learning conversations online.

The two-year study described inchapter4,Blurring Boundaries: AStudy
of Ubiquitous Computing, was designed to elicit feedback regarding the
usefulness, usability, anddesirability of mobile computing devices for stu
dents' activities. Mobilecomputers can potentially transformtheaaivities
of learning, researching, and communicating. Understanding computer-
mediated activities viaan activity-theory approach furtherrequires an un
derstanding of a social-historical context—that is, how activities and
mediating devices emerge from particularcultures and practices, from par
ticularities of the situatedactions,including peoples'needsand goals,and
from theactivity itself(Lave & Wenger, 1991;Nardi, 1996a,1996b;Nardi
&0'Day, 1999).

Inchapter5, Designing for Context-Aware Computing, wedescribe the
iterative design of wireless communication networks and context-aware
computing systems. Context-aware computing is a field of study that re
searchershave justbegunto explore.Onlya fewconcreteapplicationshave
been builtand tested. Theideabehind context-aware computing isthat the
users' environment—including where they are, who they are with, and
what they are doing—can inform the computing device. This added
knowledge changes the interactions between user and device.Because in
dividuals associate places with events and activities, the information and
tasks presented to the user can be filtered for their location. Wireless de
vices help mediate activities and createa system of distributed cognition.
Where user-centered design and analysis seem inadequate to understand
ing the complexities of system use in such new social networked environ
ments,activitytheory begins to shed some light.

In the final chapter, Configural Analysis of Spaces and Places, we pres
entour ideas on howcomputerspaces, real and virtual, might beanalyzed
to gain fresh new insights into ubiquitous computingbehavior. In earlier
chapters, we focuson the tools, the activities they invoke, and the context
in which these activities take place. In this chapter, the focus instead is on
what the actual spatial mapor layout of the computing space might look
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like andhowthe layout might beanalyzed to predict movement, function,
and social interactions within that space. We borrow heavily from archi
tecture's configuration theory anditstechniques for extracting andvisual
izing these recurrent patterns based on therelation of spaces withinlarger
spaces. Weoutline thetheory, identify theindices thatquantify space, and
explore how some of ourowndatasets might beanalyzed using whatBill
Hillier (1996) and others refer to as nondiscursiveanalysis.
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